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Relations between bosonic quadrature squeezing and atomic spin squeezing
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We study relations between bosonic quadrature squeezing and atomic spin squeezing, and find that the latter
reduces to the former in the limit of a large number of atoms for even and odd states. We demonstrate this
reduction by treating even and odd spin coherent states, for which analytical solutions are readily obtained, and
prove that even spin coherent states always exhibit spin squeezing, whereas odd spin coherent states do not,
analogous to the squeezing characteristic of even and odd bosonic coherent states. Finally, we examine the
squeezing transfer between photons and atoms via the Dicke Hamiltonian, where a perfect transfer of squeez-
ing is demonstrated in the limit of a large number of atoms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The investigation of squeezed states of light@1# is of fun-
damental interest, and has applications to practical preci
measurements@2,3#. Recently, spin squeezed states for
ensemble of atoms@4–24# have become important, with po
tential applications to atomic interferometers and prec
atomic clocks. For quantum information applications@25#,
the close relation between atomic spin squeezing and q
tum entanglement@26–30# enhances the importance o
atomic spin squeezing. Entanglement and bosonic squee
are also related@31#. Here, we investigate the relationsh
between these two mathematically distinct yet intuitive
connected squeezing figures of merit.

Let us first review bosonic quadrature squeezing by in
ducing two quadrature operatorsX andP given by

X5a1a†, P52 i ~a2a†!, ~1!

where operatorsa and a† are the annihilation and creatio
operators of a boson, respectively. The two quadrature op
tors satisfy the commutation relation@X,P#52i , which
yields the uncertainty relation (DX)2(DP)2>1. A state is
squeezed if either (DX)2 or (DP)2 is less than 1.

Second, we review the atomic spin squeezing by con
ering an ensemble ofN two-level atoms characterized by a
angular-momentum vector operatorS5(Sx ,Sy ,Sz) satisfy-
ing the su~2! algebra,

@Sz ,S6#56S6 , @S1 ,S2#52Sz , S65Sx6 iSy .
~2!

Several definitions of spin squeezed states permeate th
erature@4–6,26,32#. There are two well-accepted definition
one is given by Kitagawa and Ueda@5# and another by Wine-
landet al. @6#. The spin squeezing parameter associated w
the former definition is given by@5#

j5
2~DSn'

!2

j
5

2^Sn'

2 &

j
, ~3!
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where the subscriptn' refers to an axis perpendicular to th
mean spin̂ S&, for which the minimal value of the varianc
(DS)2 is obtained,j 5N/2, andSn'

5S•n' . The inequality

j,1 indicates that the system is spin squeezed. We will a
consider the definition of spin squeezing given by Winela
et al. @6#, and show that the spin squeezing by the two de
nitions reduces to the bosonic squeezing in the limit of la
number of atoms. Another reason for adopting the definitio
is that they are both closely related to quantum entanglem
of N two-level atoms@26–30#.

It is well known that the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra d
scribing the bosonic mode can be obtained by contrac
from the su~2! algebra describing the ensemble of atom
@33#. To see this, we defineb[S2 /A2 j and b†[S1 /A2 j .
From the commutation relation~2!, we have

@N,b†#5b†, @N,b#52b,@b,b†#512
N
j

, ~4!

whereN5Sz1 j is the ‘‘number operator,’’ and its eigenva
ues vary from 0 toN counting the number of excited atom
In the limit of j→`, the operatorsN, b, andb† satisfy the
commutation relations of the Heisenberg-Weyl algebra. N
that, when we take the limit, the average number of exci
atoms ^N& should be much less than the total number
atomsN.

We can also use the usual Holstein-Primakoff transform
tion @34#:

S15a†A2 j 2a†a, S25A2 j 2a†aa, Sz5a†a2 j .
~5!

In the limit of j→`, we have

S1

A2 j
→a†,

S2

A2 j
→a, 2

Sz

j
→1, ~6!

by expanding the square root and neglecting terms
O(1/j ). We see that the bosonic system and the atomic s
system are connected by the largej limit from an algebraic
©2003 The American Physical Society21-1
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point of view. This connection motivates us to ask if the
two kinds of squeezing are also related by this limit. Mo
over, the link between bosonic squeezing and atomic squ
ing is exemplified by the fact that the squeezed light can
obtained from spin squeezed atoms by Raman scattering
strong laser pulse@15#, implying a close relation betwee
these two kinds of squeezing. We also study squeezing tr
fer between the light field and the atomic system. Th
analyses point to a relation between bosonic squeezing
atomic squeezing that helps us to resolve the ambiguity
defining spin squeezing.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we sh
that atomic spin squeezing reduces to bosonic quadra
squeezing in the large-N limit. As an example, in Sec. III,
even and odd spin coherent states are considered, and
squeezing of these states exactly reduces to the squeezi
even and odd bosonic coherent states in the above limi
Sec. IV, we study squeezing transfer between light field
an atomic system. We conclude in Sec. V.

II. RELATION BETWEEN BOSONIC SQUEEZING
AND ATOMIC SQUEEZING

In the standard analyses of bosonic quadrature squee
both the variances (DX)2 and (DP)2 are calculated, and
(DX)2,1 or (DP)2,1 indicates bosonic squeezing. Her
for our purposes, we consider the so-called principle qua
ture squeezing@35#, and define an appropriate quadratu
operator

Xu5X cosu1P sinu5ae2 iu1a†eiu, ~7!

with X5X0 and P5Xp/2 being special cases. Boson
squeezing is characterized by one parameter@35#

z5 min
uP[0,2p)

~DXu!2, ~8!

which is the minimum value of (DXu)2 with respect tou,
and z,1 indicates principle squeezing. The definition ofz
provides an atomic squeezing counterpart to bosonic squ
ing.

To display this connection, we consider even~odd! states.
These states refer to those being a superposition of e
~odd! Fock states for the bosonic system, and those bein
superposition of Dicke statesun& j[u j ,2 j 1n& with the even
~odd! excitations for the atomic system. The Dicke sta
un& j satisfy @36#

Nun& j5nun& j . ~9!

Specifically, even and odd bosonic coherent states have
realized experimentally for a quantized cavity field@37#, vi-
brational motion of trapped ions@38#, and an electron in a
Rydberg atomic system@39#. In the context of cavity QED,
Gerry and Grobe@40# showed that the even and odd atom
spin coherent states can be generated by the use of a di
sive interaction between atoms and field via a state reduc
technique. The basic idea of the technique is that we
entangle atoms and field, and then make an approp
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quantum measurement. After the measurement, we can
tain desire states such as even and odd states.

Even and odd states are considered here because, in
tion to exhibiting squeezing, such states are amenable to
act analytical calculations. Thus, these states serve as
amples for demonstrating connections between bosonic
atomic squeezings.

For even~odd! states,̂ a&50, so, from Eq.~8!, we obtain

z5min
u

^Xu
2&

5min
u

Fcos2u^X2&1sin2u^P2&1
sin~2u!

2
^XP1PX&G

5112^a†a&22u^a2&u5^a†a1aa†&22u^a2&u. ~10!

The above equation implies a sufficient condition for boso
squeezing,

z̃[^a†a&2u^a2&u,0. ~11!

Obviously, one necessary condition for squeezing is t
u^a2&uÞ0.

For even~odd! atomic states, the squeezing parameterj is
given by @30#

j511 j 2
1

j
@^Sz

2&1uS2
2 u#5112^N&2

^N 2&
j

2
u^S2

2 &u
j

5
^S1S21S2S1&

2 j
2

u^S2
2 &u
j

, ~12!

from which we obtain a sufficient condition for atom
squeezing

j̃[2 j ^N&2^N 2&2u^S2
2 &u,0. ~13!

Using Eq.~6!, in the limit of j→`, we find that Eq.~12!
reduces to Eq.~10! for even~odd! states. This result display
a direct connection between bosonic squeezing and ato
squeezing. From an experimental point of view, the num
of atoms is typically large enough, so the observed ato
squeezing is expected to approximate the bosonic quadra
squeezing. As a remark, Eqs.~10! and~12! obtained for even
and odd states are also applicable to arbitrary states, whic
discussed in the Appendix A.

III. EVEN AND ODD COHERENT STATES

We now exemplify the reduction displayed above by fi
considering the even bosonic coherent state~EBCS! ua&1

and the odd bosonic coherent state~OBCS! ua&2 @41#, and
then even spin coherent state~ESCS! and odd spin coheren
state~OSCS! of the atomic system@40,23#.

The EBCS and OBCS are defined as@41#
1-2
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ua&65
1

A2@16exp~22uau2!#
~ ua&6u2a&)

5
e2uau2/2

A2@16exp~22uau2!#
(
n50

`
an@16~21!n#

An!
,

~14!

where

ua&5e2uau2/2(
n50

`
an

An!
un&, aPC ~15!

is the usual bosonic coherent state~BCS!. The BCS, EBCS,
and OBCS satisfy

aua&5aua&, a2ua&65a2ua&6 , ~16!

from which we see that6^aua2ua&65a2. From Eq.~10!, in
order to calculate the squeezing parameterz, we need to
know the mean value ofa†a, which is given by

6^aua†aua&65
17exp~22uau2!

16exp~22uau2!
uau2. ~17!

Therefore, the squeezing parameters for the EBCS
OBCS are

z15112uau2@ tanh~ uau2!21#,1, ~18!

z25112uau2@coth~ uau2!21#.1, ~19!

respectively. Then, we recover the result that the EBCS
always squeezed, whereas the OBCS is not squeezed@41#

We introduce the ESCS and OSCS as

uh&65
1

A262g2 j
~ uh&6u2h&)

5
~11uhu2!2 j

A262g2 j (
n50

2 j S 2 j

n D 1/2

hn@16~21!n#un& j ,

~20!

whereg5(12uhu2)/(11uhu2)P(0,1), anduh& denotes the
spin coherent state~SCS! @42#,

uh&5~11uhu2!2 j (
n50

2 j S 2 j

n D 1/2

hnun& j , hPC, ~21!

with the parameterh being complex. Due to the fact that th
probability distributionu j^nuh&u2 is a binomial distribution,
we restrictuhuP(0,1).

Next, we examine squeezing properties of the ESCS
OSCS, for which we have the following.

Proposition 1. The even spin coherent state is always s
squeezed, whereas the odd spin coherent state is n
squeezed.
03382
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Proof. First we show that the spin squeezing parametej
can be simplified for the ESCS and OSCS. From the defi
tion of the SCS, it is straightforward to check that

S2uh&5h~2 j 2N!uh&, ~22!

from which we obtain

S2
2 uh&65h2~2 j 2N!~2 j 2N21!uh&6 . ~23!

Substituting the above equation into Eq.~12! leads to the
result that the spin squeezing parameter is only determ
by the expectation valueŝN& and ^N 2&. Another result is
that ^S2

2 &/h2>0. To obtain this result, we first notice that
the ESCS and OSCS are written as

uh&65 (
n50

2 j

hnCn,6un& j , ~24!

thenCn6>0, and

^S2
2 &5h2 (

n50

2 j 22

uhu2nCn,6Cn12,6

3A~n12!~n11!~2 j 2n!~2 j 2n21!. ~25!

Since Cn6>0, from the above equation, we obta
^S2

2 &/h2>0. Thus, from Eq.~23!, we find

^~2 j 2N!~2 j 2N21!&>0. ~26!

By using Eq.~26!, the spin squeezing parameterj of Eq.
~12! simplifies to

j̃5@2 j 1~4 j 21!uhu2#^N&2~11uhu2!^N 2&

22 j ~2 j 21!uhu2

5@2 j 211~4 j 22!uhu2#F12~11uhu2!

3F222 j ~2 j 21!uhu2, ~27!

whereF15^N& and F25^N(N21)& are the factorial mo-
ments which are introduced for convenience of the followi
discussions. So, we see that the spin squeezing parame
expressed as a linear combination of^N& and ^N 2&, or
equivalently, ofF1 andF2.

Let us consider the ESCS. The associated factorial m
ments are given by@23#

F15
2 j uhu2

11uhu2
S 12g2 j 21

11g2 j D ,

F25
2 j ~2 j 21!uhu4

~11uhu2!2 S 11g2 j 22

11g2 j D , ~28!

which obey the inequalities

F1,
2 j uhu2

11uhu2
, F2.

2 j ~2 j 21!uhu4

~11uhu2!2
. ~29!
1-3
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The above equation results directly from the fact thatg

P(0,1). Applying Eq. ~29! to Eq. ~27!, we obtain j̃,0.
Therefore, the ESCS is always spin squeezed.

For the OSCS, the associated factorial moments are g
by @23#

F15
2 j uhu2

11uhu2
S 11g2 j 21

12g2 j D ,

F25
2 j ~2 j 21!uhu4

~11uhu2!2 S 12g2 j 22

12g2 j D , ~30!

which obey

F1.
2 j uhu2

11uhu2
, F2,

2 j ~2 j 21!uhu4

~11uhu2!2
. ~31!

Applying Eq. ~31! to Eq. ~27! leads toj̃.0 indicating that
the OSCS is never spin squeezed. j

Now we display the reduction of the atomic spin sque
ing to bosonic squeezing for ESCS and OSCS. From E
~12! and ~13!, we read that

j511
j̃

j
. ~32!

For ESCS and OSCS, the quantityj̃ is given by Eq.~27!.
Now we take the limit j→`, uhu→0, keeping 2j uhu2
5uau2 fixed. In this limit, from Eq.~28!, we see thatF1
→uau2tanh(uau2), F2→uau4. Therefore, we obtain

j̃

j
→2uau2@ tanh~ uau2!21#, ~33!

andj reduces toz1 , Eq. ~19! in this limit. Similarly, we can
show that the squeezing parameterj reduces toz2 for
OSCS. Recognizing the close relation between boso
squeezing and atomic squeezing, we next study the squ
ing transfer between light and an atomic system.

IV. SQUEEZING TRANSFER

Atomic squeezed states can be generated by interac
with squeezed light@7,43#. Conversely, squeezed light stat
can be generated from squeezed atoms@44#. Here, we study
the squeezing transfer from light to atomic system via
single-mode Dicke Hamiltonian under the rotating wave
proximation (\51) @36,45#:

H5v0Sz1va†a1
l

A2 j
~S1a1S2a†!, ~34!

wherev0 is the atomic splitting,v is the field frequency, and
l is the atom-field coupling. For the resonant casev
5v0), the Dicke Hamiltonian in the interaction picture
written as
03382
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l

A2 j
~S1a1S2a†!. ~35!

In the following, we work in the interaction picture.
There is a conserved parityP associated with the Dicke

Hamiltonian, which is given by

P5~21!N1a†a, @P,H#5@P,H I#50. ~36!

We choose the initial state of the whole system as

uc~0!&5u0& j ^ ua0&1 ; ~37!

i.e., the light is in the EBCS~14! and each atom is prepare
in the ground state. Here, in order to see better squee
transfer, we choosea050.7995 which corresponds to max
mal squeezing (z50.4431) of the EBCS with respect toa.
The state vector at timet under Hamiltonian evolution is
formally written as

uc~ t !&5e2 iH Ituc~0!&. ~38!

It is easy to see that the state at arbitrary timet has a definite
parity 1, i.e.,Puc(t)&5uc(t)&. This result leads to the ex
pectation values ofS6 , a, anda† being zero since the parity
will change after the action of these operators on the st
Thus, for stateuc(t)&, we may apply Eqs.~10! and ~12! to
examine squeezing.

Before numerical calculations of squeezing, we consi
two special cases:N51 and the limitN→`. For N51, the
single two-level atom cannot be spin squeezed sincej51 for
arbitrary atomic state. In the limit ofN→`, from Eq. ~6!,
the HamiltonianH I reduces to the effective Hamiltonian

Heff5l~b†a1ba†!, ~39!

where b and b† describe the effective bosonic mode. Th
above Hamiltonian describes the interaction of two boso
modes, and can be used to construct aSWAP gate for two
modes as follows@46#

USWAP5ei (p/2)(a†a1b†b)e2 i (p/2)(b†a1ba†). ~40!

Thus, the unitary operator exp(2iHefft) at scaled timet
5t05p/2 (t5lt) is theSWAP gate up to the local operato
exp@ip/2(a†a1b†b)#. We see that in the limit ofN→`, at
time t5t0, the state in one system swaps with that of a
other system. Therefore, squeezing is of course perfe
transferred.

Now we numerically examine the intermediate case, i
1,N,`. Figure 1 plots the two squeezing parametersz
and j for stateuc(t)&. We observe that beside the case
N51 ~this case is plotted for comparison!, the atomic state is
spin squeezed over most of the time, and is maxima
squeezed near the pointt5t0. We see a dip of bosonic
squeezing aroundt5t0, and it disappears with the increas
of number of atoms. The dip is due to a complicated e
tanglement between light and atomic systems. As time g
on, for the case ofN560, the decrease~increase! of light
squeezing goes with the increase~decrease! of atomic
1-4
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FIG. 1. The squeezing parametersz ~solid
line! andj ~cross points! vs t for different num-
ber of atoms.
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squeezing for most of the time, i.e, the transfer of squeez
from light to atoms is nearly perfect.

To more clearly display the squeezing effect and
squeezing transfer, we plot theQ function for the field in Fig.
2 and the HusimiQ function for the atoms in Fig. 3. The tw
functions are given by

Q~a!5u^auc~ t !u2, Q~h!5u^huc~ t !u2. ~41!

From Fig. 2, we see clearly the initial light squeezing due
quantum interference between two componentsu6a& in the
EBCS. As times goes on, within the considered time ran
light squeezing decreases. Contrary to the behavior of thQ
function for field, from the dynamics of the Husimi functio
in Fig. 3, the atoms become more squeezed as time goe
03382
g

e

o

e,

on.

The Q function at timet50 and the Husimi function att
5p/2 are very similar, indicating near perfect transferen
of squeezing.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have examined the bosonic quadra
squeezing and atomic spin squeezing defined by Kitag
and Ueda@5#, and found that atomic squeezing reduces
bosonic squeezing for even and odd states. We have pro
that the ESCS always exhibits spin squeezing, whereas
OSCS does not, which is similar to the case of boso
squeezing that EBCS always exhibits quadrature squeez
while the OBCS does not. For arbitrary atomic states,
~12! is applicable since we can always rotate the mean s
FIG. 2. Dynamics of theQ function for the
light field with N510 anda5a0.
1-5
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of the HusimiQ function
for atoms withN510 anda5a0.
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along thez direction. Then, formally the reduction of atom
squeezing to bosonic squeezing in the large-N limit can be
obtained for arbitrary states. However, the rotation chan
mean excitation number̂N&. Thus, only when̂ N& is low
enough after the rotation we can take the limit and obtain
reduction.

Obviously, the reduction depends on the choice of crite
for squeezing. Now, we examine another spin squeezing
terion given in Refs.@6,26#, and see if it can reduces to th
bosonic quadrature squeezing. The corresponding squee
parameter for even and odd states can be written as@6#

j85
2 j ~DSn'

!2

u^Sz&u2
5

j

u^Sz / j &u2
. ~42!

We see that these two squeezing parametersj andj8 differ
only by a multiplicative factor. In the limit ofj→`, from
Eq. ~6!, the squeezing parameterj reduces toz, Eq. ~10!, for
bosonic squeezing and the multiplicative factor reduces t
Then, from Eq.~42!, the squeezing parameterj8 also reduces
to the bosonic squeezing parameter. Thus, according to
two typical spin squeezing definitions, the spin squeez
reduces to the bosonic squeezing in the limit ofj→`.

We have further studied squeezing transfer from lig
field to atomic system via the resonant Dicke Hamiltonia
and observe a nearly perfect transfer of squeezing at a ce
interaction time for large number of atoms. In the context
experiments on spin squeezing of atomic ensembles, in
eral, there is large number of atoms. Therefore, we exp
experimental observations of perfect squeezing transfer
light quadrature squeezing behaviors of atomic spin squ
ing when the number of atoms is large and the numbe
excited atoms is much less than the number of total atom
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APPENDIX: CALCULATIONS OF SQUEEZING
FOR GENERAL STATES

Although the squeezing parametersz, Eq. ~10!, and j,
Eq. ~12!, are derived for even and odd states, they are ap
cable to arbitrary states. Consider a state of lightuC& and the
displaced stateuC&D5D(a)uC&, where D(a)5exp(aa†

2a*a) is the displacement operator. The squeezing of th
two states is identical as we have

D†~a!XuD~a!5Xu1ae2 iu1a* eiu. ~A1!

The operatorD†(a)XuD(a) andXu only differ by an addi-
tive constant; thus their variances on a state are equal
statesuC&D and uC& exhibit same squeezing. Therefore, w
can always displace a stateuC& by a quantity2ã to adjust
the expectation value ofXu to zero and keep the squeezin
invariant, whereã5^CuauC&. Applying Eq. ~10! to state
D(2ã)uC& leads to

z5112~^a†a&2u^a&u2!22u^a2&2^a&2u, ~A2!

which is just the result in Ref.@35#.
For the atomic system, we consider the state of the ato

ensembleuF& and rotated state,

uF&R5R~u,f!uF&, R~u,f!5e2(u/2)(S1e2 if2S2eif).
~A3!

The spin squeezing is invariant under the rotationR(u,f)
@32#, which we show briefly here. Note the fact that the me
spin ^S& for the two statesuF& and uF&R differ by an or-
thogonal matrixR:

R^FuSuF&R5R^FuSuF&. ~A4!

Thus, the mean spin directionsn and n' for stateuF& will
becomeRn andRn' for the rotated stateuF&R . The abso-
1-6
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lute value of the mean spin is unchanged. From Eq.~3!, we
may rewrite the squeezing parameter as

j5
2^Sn'

Tn'ST&
j

. ~A5!

Then, it becomes obvious that the squeezing parameter
n

tt.

.

ev

A

. A

d

hi

un

03382
are

the same for the two statesuF& and uF&R . As the spin
squeezing is invariant under the rotationR(u,f), we can
always rotate the mean spin along thez direction by applying
R(2 ũ,f̃) to stateuF&, and Eq.~12! becomes applicable fo
arbitrary spin states, whereũ andf̃ can be determined from
the mean spin of the stateuF& by ũ5arccos(̂Sz&/u^S&u) and
f̃5arctan(̂Sx&/^Sy&).
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